We study context-free grammars whose generated language is bounded (that is, subset of some expression w1 . . . wd called bounded expression). We investigate the underlying generating process of such language and show that there exists a bounded expression u1 . . . um over the production rules, such that the language is generated only by sequences of production rules conforming to the bounded expression. We give an algorithm to compute such a bounded expression, and an optimal upper bound on its running time.
Introduction
Bounded languages are languages contained within sets of the form w1 . . . wd , for some non-empty words w 1 , . . . , w d . Due to their nice tractability [3] and combinatorial properties [5] , they represent an important means to understanding key properties of formal languages.
In particular, bounded context-free languages [5] have recently found applications such as the verification of sequential [4] and concurrent [3] recursive programs, and the study of combinatorial properties of vector addition systems [10, 11] . We investigate the generating process of bounded context-free languages, that is, the order in which grammar productions fire. We ask the following question: can such a highly structured language be generated by firing productions in a similarly structured way? More precisely, given grammar G with productions ∆, knowing that the language of the grammar is included in the language of a bounded expression b " w1 . . . wd , i.e. LpGq Ď b, is there another bounded expression Γ b " u1 . . . um over the alphabet of productions ∆, such that only the derivations of G that conform to the bounded expression u1 . . . um are sufficient to generate each word in LpGq?
Besides providing a positive answer, we present an algorithm which computes a bounded expression u1 . . . um, with the above properties. Even though the proof of correctness of the algorithm is intricate and relies on some complex combinatorial properties of derivations, the algorithm itself is easily implementable. Indeed, it only relies on some basic context-free grammar primitives (intersecting with a regular language [7] , testing inclusion in a regular language [1] ) and Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm.
Finally, we provide an optimal upper bound on the running time of this algorithm, which is exponential in the maximal number k of simultaneous occurrences of nonterminals needed to produce each word in the language (also called the language index) and in the number d of words that occur under the Kleene star in the bounded expression, but polynomial in the size of the grammar |G| and the size of the bounded expression, namely p ř d i"1 |w i |¨|G|q Opkq`d . The main application of our result is interprocedural program analysis. Context-free grammars are used in interprocedural analysis to represent the so-called interprocedurally valid control paths of the program. As we argue below, an analysis that considers the structure of the derivation sequence for a given control path, instead of the path itself, is better suited for handling local variables in programs, with a high degree of precision. The result in this paper characterizes the derivation process of bounded context-free languages, providing interprocedural static analyzers a strategy to compute their results, and a tool for evaluating their complexity.
Interprocedural program analyses [18, 8, 15] are usually defined by considering a set of interprocedurally valid paths (IVP) in a control flow graph model of a program. This set of paths (sequences e 1 . . . e n of edges representing the program "small" steps) is usually defined as the language of a context-free grammar G, which accounts for the correct pairing of the call and return edges of the graph: each return edge corresponds to a preceding call edge, and the pairs of positions of the call/return edges in a path are well-nested. In such framework, each edge e is associated a so-called transfer functions f e . Then transfer functions are extended to IVP, or, equivalently, to words w " e 1 e 2 . . . e k of LpGq, by defining the transfer function f w as the homomorphism f w " f e1˝fe2˝¨¨¨˝fe k . The goal of the meet-over-all-paths (MVP) analysis is to compute Ť wPLpGq f w p0q, where 0 is the input value of the analysis. Although MVP is elegant and simply formulated, it has the issue of handling poorly local variables and the frame condition thereof which states that the values of local variables are the same before and after a procedure call (except for the variable used to store the return value). This is due to the fact that the homomorphism is applied on the leaves of the parse tree of w and ignores all the additional information provided by the parse tree itself. Then the homomorphism defining the transfer function for a path must be replaced by a more complex construction which we illustrate next. Take the path w " c 1 e 1 e 2 r 1 e 3 where c 1 and r 1 are matching call and return site, respectively. Further assume that φ pc1,r1q is a relation describing the frame condition for the call site pc 1 , r 1 q. The transfer function for w becomes f w " rpf c1˝fe1˝fe2˝fr1 q X φ pc1,r1q s˝f e3 . The difficulty is that, for arbitrarily long subwords (e.g. c 1 e 1 e 2 r 1 ), the relation defined by homomorphism pf c1˝fe1˝fe2˝fr1 q needs to be intersected with the frame condition (φ pc1,r1q ). Due to the fact that this intersection is not local, i.e. the distance between the call and the return positions is not bounded, the transfer function f w is indeed difficult to compute.
Various solutions to this problem were proposed [8, 15] . One is to introduce the frame condition through an abstraction of the stack of procedure calls [8] . Another associates in the control flow graph a special edge with each pair of matching call and return site [15] . Contrary to the other edges representing small steps of the program, this edge models a "big" step which accounts for an arbitrary number of small steps. This latter solution essentially boils down to lifting the transfer functions from the terminals to the productions of the grammar G. Hence the analysis outcome instead of being defined by Ť wPLpGq f w p0q, is now defined as Ť πPΓ G f π p0q where Γ G is the set of productions sequences occurring along the derivations of G, i.e. p 1 . . . p n P Γ G if the application of p 1 , . . . , p n in that order from the start symbol yields a word in LpGq.
In this work, we show that whenever LpGq is bounded, i.e. LpGq Ď w1 . . . wd , then LpGq can be generated by a set of productions Γ G Ď u1 . . . um. The pattern u1 . . . um can be used to guide the analyzer, as we explained in a previous work [4] , where we compute the summary relations between input and output values of procedural programs over integer (local and global) variables. Here MVP is defined by a sequence of underapproximations with increasing coverage of the set of IVP. Whenever the set of IVP is, moreover, a bounded language, the sequence converges in finitely many steps [13] . Thus the result presented here can be seen as the first step to assess the complexity of analyses for recursive programs over integers with both local and global variables.
We conjecture that our result is relevant also beyond interprocedural program analysis. Future work includes the use of our result for the evaluation of Datalog queries and in particular those over infinite data domain [16] , and also for the analysis of branching vector addition systems, and, in particular, their equivalent recursive vector addition systems formulation [2] . ù ùùùù ñ G v if and only if puq j " X and v " puq 1¨¨¨p uq j´1 w puq j`1¨¨¨p uq |u| . We omit pX, wq or j above the arrow when it is not important.
Step sequences (including the empty sequence) are defined using the reflexive transitive closure of the step relation ù ñ G , denoted ù ñG. A control word is a sequence of productions. We annotate step sequences with control words as expected: given a control word γ of length n we write u γ ù ñ G v whenever there exists
We call any step sequence u ù ñG v a derivation whenever u P Ξ and v P Σ˚. We omit the argument G in the following, when it is clear from the context. Given a nonterminal X P Ξ and Y P Ξ Y tεu, i.e. Y is either a nonterminal or the empty word, we define the set L X,Y pGq " tu v P Σ˚| X ñ˚u Y vu. The set L X,ε pGq is called the language of G produced by X, and is denoted L X pGq in the following. For a set Γ Ď ∆˚of control words (also called a control set), we denote byL X,Y pΓ, Gq " tu v P Σ˚| Dγ P Γ : X γ ù ñ u Y vu the language generated by G using only control words in Γ. Given G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y and X P Ξ, we say that G is reduced for X (or just reduced, when Y u, ta, b, c, du, ∆y, with productions 
Labeled Graphs. In this paper we use of the notion of labeled graph G " xQ, L, δy, where Q is a finite set of vertices, L is a set of edge labels, and δ Ď QˆLˆQ is the edge relation. We denote by q Ý Ñ q 1 the fact that pq, , q 1 q P δ. A path π " q 0 1 q 1 2¨¨¨ n q n in G is a sequence which alternates vertices and labels, starts and ends with vertices and such that pq i , i`1 , q i`1 q P δ for all i. Sometimes, π is conveniently written as q 0
We denote by |π| " n the length of the path π, by ωpπq " 1 . . . n its label. Because it is convenient, we also write q w Ý Ñ q 1 to denote a path from q to q 1 whose label is w P L˚.
3

Index-bounded depth-first derivations
Depth-first derivations. For a set S Ď pΣ Y Ξq, of both nonterminal and terminal symbols, and a set I Ď N of positive integers, we define S I " tx xiy | x P S, i P Iu to be a set of ranked symbols. When I " tiu we write S xiy instead of S tiu . Given a word w P pΣ Y Ξqo f length n, and a n-dimensional vector α P N n , we define w α as the ranked word (r-word) Let G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y be a grammar and u pZ,wq{j ùùùùñ v be a step, for some production pZ, wq P ∆ and 1 ď j ď |u|. If α P N |u| is a vector, the corresponding ranked step (r-step) is defined as fol- α P Υ has rank j, then each value between 0 and j is also a rank of some nonterminal in the r-word w α . The set Υ contains the empty word ε and is closed under the application of depth-first r-steps. Hence, if w max`Rankpa x1y Y x1y q˘" 1 ę 0 (the rank of the nonterminal Z, to which the production applies). Also, observe that a x1y Y x1y Z x2y b x2y R Υ because t0, 1, 2u Ę t1, 2u, however all the r-words of the depth-first derivation belong to Υ.
Index-bounded derivations. For a given integer constant k ą 0, a word u P pΣ Y Ξq˚is said to be of index k, if u contains at most k occurrences of nonterminals (formally, |uÓ Ξ | ď k). A step u ñ v is said to be k-index, denoted u ùñ pkq v, if and only if both u and v are of index k. As expected, a step sequence is k-index if all its steps are k-index. For instance, both derivations from Ex. 2 are of index 2.
The previous definitions extend naturally to r-steps and r-step sequences. We further define Υ pkq " tw α P Υ | |wÓ Ξ | ď ku as those r-words from Υ with at most k occurrences of nonterminals. It can be shown using the pigeonhole principle that each w α P Υ pkq is such that pαq j ď k´1 for all j with pwq j P Ξ, that is no word of Υ pkq has a nonterminal whose rank exceeds k´1
1 . We write the fact that a r-step sequence u α ñ˚v β is both k-index and depth-first as u α ù ùù ñ df pkq˚v β . Similar to the fact that Υ is closed under depth-first r-steps, we have that Υ pkq is closed under the application of k-index depth-first r-steps. Given X P Ξ, Y P Ξ Y tεu and a constant k ą 0, we define the k-index language (with respect to X and Y ) and k-index depth-first control set, respectively, as: Figure 1 The subgraph A df pkq pGq reachable from X, for k ě 2 and for the grammar G of Ex. 2
The next lemma proves that labellings of the paths of A df pkq pGq are the control words of the k-index depth-first derivations of G. An immediate consequence is that the set of k-index depth-first derivations Γ df pkq pGq is a regular language (the latter result was proved by Luker [14] ). In the following, we omit the argument G from L X,Y pGq, Γ df pkq pGq, or A df pkq pGq, when it is clear from the context. § Lemma 4. Given G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y, and k ą 0, for each X P Ξ, Y P Ξ Y tεu and γ P ∆˚, 
Recall that each vertex of A df pkq is a r-word u α P " Υ pkq ‰ which consists of nonterminals only, |u α | ď k, and all ranks in α are between 0 and k´1. Also, if the grammar G is in 2NF, the subset of " Υ pkq ‰ consisting of r-words in which at most 2 nonterminals have the same rank, is easily shown to be closed under the application of k-index depth-first r-steps. For simplicity, from now on (because of Assumption 5) 
Bounded Languages
A bounded expression b (over the alphabet Σ) is a regular expression of the form w1 . . . wd where w 1 , . . . , w d P Σ˚are nonempty words. We define the size of a bounded expression as |b| "
We abuse notation and use b to denote both the bounded expression and its language. When each word w i consists of a single letter b is said to be a d-letter-bounded expression, or simply letter-bounded expression, when d is not important. A letter-bounded expression is said to be strict if all its symbols are distinct (e.g. a˚b˚c˚is strict while a˚b˚a˚is not). A language L Ď Σ˚is bounded (for b) (resp. letter-bounded) if L Ď b, for some bounded expression b (resp. letter-bounded expression). For instance, the language tpacq n ab pdbq n | n ě 0u generated by the grammar from Ex. 1 is bounded, as it is included in the language of the bounded expression pacq˚pabq˚pdbq˚.
In the rest of this section, for a given bounded expression b " w1 . . . wd over Σ, we associate the strict d-letter-bounded expression r b " a1 . . . ad over an alphabet A, disjoint from Σ, i.e. A X Σ " H, and a homomorphism h : A Ñ Σ˚mapping as follows:
Given G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y, X P Ξ, and a bounded expression b over Σ, Luker [13,
Lemma 7 simplifies the problem by reducing the construction of such a bounded expression for a k-index bounded language to the construction of a bounded expression for a k-index strict letter-bounded language. The problem for a grammar G, whose language is bounded, is thus reduced to a similar but simpler problem for another grammar G ' , whose language is included in a strict letter-bounded expression. § Lemma 7. Given a grammar G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y, X P Ξ, a bounded expression b over Σ such that L X pGq Ď b, the following hold: 
It is easy to check that b " 
Finally, let A " ta 1 , a 2 , a 3 u and h : A Ñ Σ˚be the homomorphism given by hpa 1 q " ac, hpa 2 q " ab and hpa 3 q " db. The grammar G ' results from deleting a's and d's in G X and replacing b in p 2 by a 3 , b in p 7 by a 2 and c by a 1 . Then, it is an easy exercise to check that
Building Bounded Control Sets
This section first gives the construction of a bounded control set for a strict letter-bounded context-free language, together with an upper bound on the time complexity of the algorithm implementing this construction (Theorem 11), and a proof of its optimality (Lemma 13).
The results are then extended to the more general case of bounded languages (Theorem 12). For the rest of this section, let G " xΞ, A, ∆y be a grammar in 2NF (Assumption 5), and X P Ξ be a nonterminal such that L X pGq Ď r b, where r b " a1 . . . ad is a strict d-letterbounded expression over A. Without losing generality, we assume from now on that r b is minimal in the sense that L X pGq Ď r b, and for every subexpression b 1 , resulting from deleting some ai from r b, we have L X pGq Ę b 1 . Since r b is a strict letter-bounded expression, the minimal such subexpression is unique. Furthermore, we assume, without losing generality, that G is reduced for X 3 ; a grammar can be reduced in polynomial time, by eliminating unreachable and unproductive nonterminals 4 .
Let us now survey the main idea of the construction. We shall build a bounded expression Γ r b over ∆, that captures the k-index language of G in the following sense:
The construction is based on the following ingredients: (i) a decomposition of k-index depth-first derivations, that distinguishes between a prefix producing a word from the 2-letter bounded expression a1 ad , and a suffix producing two words included in bounded expressions strictly smaller than r b (Section 5.1), and (ii) an algorithm (Algorithm 1) for building bounded control sets for s-letter bounded languages, where s ě 0 is a constant (in our case, at most 2) (Section 5.2). The required bounded expression Γ r b is built inductively over the structure of this decomposition, applying at each step Algorithm 1 in order to build bounded expressions for the sets of derivations producing 2-letter bounded languages. Both the main algorithm (Algorithm 2) and theorem (Theorem 11) of the paper rely on a combination of these results (Section 5.3).
A Decomposition Lemma
Our construction of the control set Γ r b
, for a given letter-bounded context-free language L X pGq Ď r b " a1 . . . ad , is by induction on d ě 1, and is inspired by a decomposition of the derivations in G, given by Ginsburg 5 . Because his decomposition is oblivious to the index or the depth-first policy, it is too weak for our needs. Therefore, we give first a stronger decomposition result for k-index depth-first derivations (Lemma 9).
Basically, for every k-index depth-first derivation with control word γ, its productions can be rearranged into a pk`1q-index depth-first derivation, consisting of a prefix γ 7 producing a word a Let us first define the partition pΞ
.d q of Ξ, as follows:
Since r b " a1 . . . ad is the minimal bounded expression such that L X pGq Ď r b, then a 1 occurs in some word of L X pGq and a d occurs in some word of L X pGq. Thus it is always the case that Ξ 
Observe that, because G is in 2NF (Assumption 5), each production pX j , u X r vq P ∆ is such that either u " ε, or v " ε. Then, for each production pX i , wq P ∆ such that X i P Ξ 
The decomposition of derivations is formalized in the following lemma: § Lemma 9. Given a grammar G " xΞ,
, and control words γ 7 P p∆ 7 q˚, γ y , γ z P p∆ i,yz q˚, such that γ 7 pX i , yzq γ y γ z is a permutation of γ and: 
Constant s-Letter Bounded Languages
The second ingredient of our construction is an algorithm for building bounded control sets for s-letter bounded languages L X pGq Ď a1 . . . as , when s ě 0 is a constant 6 , i.e. not part of the input. In the following, we consider the labeled graph A df pkq " x " Υ pkq ‰ , ∆, Ñy, whose paths correspond to the k-index depth-first step sequences of G (Lemma 4). Recall that the number of vertices in this graph is |A df pkq | ď |G| 2k .
First we introduce several notions related to the paths of A df pkq . The endpoints of a path π are the positions in π corresponding to the first and last vertex, respectively. The concatenation π¨π 1 of two paths π, π 1 is defined as expected, provided the right endpoint of π and the left endpoint of π 1 refer to the same vertex. The set of repeating positions of π is the set of positions pi, jq in π where i ă j, and pπq i , pπq j are the same vertex. A path π is said to be acyclic if its set of repeating positions is empty; elementary if its set of repeating positions is empty or equal to the endpoints; and cyclic if its set of repeating positions includes the endpoints. So when we talk about elementary cycles we mean those paths each of which has a set of repeating positions equal to the endpoints. For a pair q, q 1 P Q of vertices, we denote by Πpq, q 1 q the set of paths from q to q 1 and we denote by Ωpqq the set of elementary cycles starting and ending in q. Hence pΩpqqq˚denotes the set of cyclic paths (not necessarily elementary) from and to q each of which results from the concatenation of elementary cycles from and to q.
Given a path π P ΠpX x0y , εq labeled with a control word ωpπq " γ, the word w induced by π is the word produced by the derivation X is sufficient to cover all induced words stems from the following result: for each path π in A df pkq , there exists another path π 1 with the same endpoints as π, such that their induced words coincide, and, moreover, π 1 can be factorized as ς 1¨θ1¨¨¨ςk¨θk¨ςk`1 , where ς 1 P Πpq 0 , q i1 q, ς k`1 P Πpq i k , q n q and ς j P Πpq ij´1 , q ij q for each 1 ă j ď k are acyclic paths, θ 1 P pΩpq i1 qq˚, . . . , θ k P pΩpq i k qq˚are cycles, and k ď |A df pkq | (Proposition 19 in Appendix B). We cover each segment ς i by a bounded expression C (lines 10-12), and each segment θ i by B 0 (lines 14-15), which yields the required expression Γ 
is computable in time |G| Opkq .
Algorithm 1 Control Sets for Grammars with Constant Size Bounded Expressions
input A grammar G " xΞ, A, ∆y, a strict s-letter-bounded expression r b " a1 . . . as over A, where s ě 0 is a fixed constant, and
H Ð xV, ∆, δy 6:
10:
C Ð ε 11:
12:
C Ð C¨Concatp∆q 13:
16:
17:
The General Case
Let us now turn to a more general case, in which the size of the strict letter-bounded expression a1 . . . ad is not constant, i.e. d is part of the input. The construction of the bounded control expression Γ r b
by Algorithm 2 (function LetterBoundedControlSet) follows the structure of the decomposition of control words defined at Section 5.1 which we briefly recall next. For every k-index depth-first derivation with control word γ, its productions can be rearranged into a pk`1q-index depth-first derivation, consisting of (i) a prefix γ 7 producing a word a For each of the above calls, the appropriate grammar and bounded expression capturing its language are passed as arguments to the algorithm.
Because it needs to cover all the possible control words such as γ, the algorithm iterates (line 11) over all possible valid choices for the pivot production. Each choice for the pivot yields a bounded expression rΓ 7¨p X i , yzq˚¨Γ 1¨Γ2 s. To capture the union of all these bounded expression, they are concatenated (the ordering does not matter) into Γ Theorem 12 further generalizes from the strict letter-bounded case to the bounded case (using Lemma 7). This theorem gives the main result of the paper. § Theorem 12. Given G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y, a bounded expression b " w1¨¨¨wd , and
We show next that the exponential growth of the size of the bounded control expression Γ b with respect to the maximal derivation index k ą 0 is necessary. Given k ą 0, consider the following grammar:
Observe that, when ignoring the depth-first derivation policy for G k , the control set 
10:
for pXi, yzq P ∆0 such that Xi P Ξ { j 1 ..js
14:
Gi,yz Ð xΞ, A, ∆i,yzy
15:
if y P Ξ then 16:
, kq 17:
18:
if z P Ξ then 19:
, kq 20: The appendix is divided in two parts. Appendix A contains the full development of Section 4 whose proofs are relatively easy and have been included for the sake of being self-contained. They are variations of classical constructions so as to take into account index and depth-first policy. Appendix B contains the rest of the proofs about the combinatorial properties of derivations.
A Proofs of Section 4
It is well-known that the intersection between a context-free and a regular language is contextfree. Below we define the grammar that generates the intersection between the language of a given grammar G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y and a regular language given by a bounded expression b " w1 . . . wd over Σ where i denotes the length of each w i . Let G b " xΞ b , Σ, ∆ b y be the grammar generating the regular language of b, where:
It is routine to check that tw | q 
1 is complete -all terminals can be produced from all nonterminals -and it is deterministic when b is strict. Then a grammar G b 1 , such that L q p1q pG b 1 q " Σ˚zLpbq, can be computed in time Op|G Given G b , and a grammar G " pΞ, Σ, ∆q in 2NF (by Assumption 5) and X P Ξ, our goal is to define a grammar G X " xΞ X , Σ, ∆ X y that produces the language L X pGq X Lpbq, for some X P Ξ. The definition of G X " xΞ X , Σ, ∆ X y follows:
∆ X is defined as follows: for every production X Ñ w P ∆ where w P Σ˚, ∆ X has a production
for every production X Ñ Y P ∆, where Y P Ξ, ∆ X has a production
for every production X Ñ a Y P ∆, where a P Σ and Y P Ξ, ∆ X has a production
for every production X Ñ Y a P ∆, where Y P Ξ and a P Σ, ∆ X has a production In the rest of this section, for a given bounded expression b " w1 . . . wd over Σ, we associate the strict d-letter-bounded expression r b " a1 . . . ad over an alphabet A, disjoint from Σ, i.e. A X Σ " H, and a homomorphism h : A Ñ Σ˚mapping as follows:
The grammar G ' is defined from G X , by the following modification of the productions from ∆ X , defined by a function ι : ∆ X Þ Ñ 
Proof. By induction on |γ| ą 0, and a case analysis on the right-hand side of the first production in γ. đ
By Fact 16, we have thatw P r b. It remains to show that w P h´1pL X pGqq, i.e. that hpwq P L X pGq. But this is an immediate consequence of Fact 17.
and by Lemma 14, there exists w is a derivation of G, and moreover, ζpι´1pγqq " ξpγq P ξpΓq.
(3) Given that each production p ' P ∆ ' is the image of a production p X P ∆ X via ι, we have
Now, each production p X P ∆ X corresponds to a production p of G, such that the nonterminals occurring on both sides of p are decorated with at most 3 nonterminals from Ξ b . Since ||Ξ b || " |b|, we obtain that, for each production p of G, G X has at most |b| 3 productions of size |p|. Hence |G ' | ď |G X | ď |b| 3¨| G|, and both G ' and ξ can be constructed in time |b| 3¨| G|.
B
Other proofs § Lemma 18. Given G " xΞ, Σ, ∆y and a k-index depth-first step sequence X Y γ ù ùù ñ df pkq w, for two nonterminals X, Y P Ξ, w P Σ˚, and γ P ∆˚. There exist w 1 , w 2 P Σ˚such that w 1 w 2 " w, and γ 1 , γ 2 P ∆˚such that either one of the following holds: be the last step of the sequence, for some p P ∆, i.e. γ " σ¨p with σ P ∆˚. By the induction hypothesis, A df pkq has a path ru α s
"ð" We prove a more general statement. Let r u γ Ý Ñ r w be a path of A df pkq pGq. We show by induction on |γ| that there exist r-words u α , w β P Υ, such that ru α s " r u, " w β ‰ " r w, and u α γ ù ùù ñ df pkq w α . The base case |γ| " 0 is trivial, because r u " r w and since r u P " Υ pkq ‰ then there exists u α P Υ such that ru α s " r u, and we are done. For the induction step |γ| ą 0, let γ " σ¨p, for some production p P ∆ and σ P ∆˚. By the induction hypothesis, there exist r-words u (ii) Define Qpu, vq to be the following proposition:
We show that Qpu, vq holds if
In either case (a) or (b), there exists a step sequence u 1 ñ˚u 1 a u 2 P A˚such that ą 1. Since X j P Ξ y 1..d , we have that X j v ñ˚a 1 u 3 P A˚, hence that X i ñ˚u 1 a u 2 a 1 u 3 and finally that L X pGq Ę r b, since G is reduced, a contradiction. (iii) For every step sequence X j ñ˚x, where
In fact, take the decomposition u " u 1 and v " u 2 X e u 3 (the case u " u 1 X d u 2 and v " u 3 yields the same result). Because piiq applies, we find that Qpu, vq holds but
is also a step sequence of G 7 . The proof goes by induction on n " |γ|. be the sequence of (r-annotated) ancestors of X ip in the r-step sequence, and pγq j " pX ij , y mj X ij`1 q P ∆ (or, symmetrically pγq j " pX ij , X ij`1 y mj q P ∆ ), for some y mj P Ξ Y A Y tεu, be the productions introducing these nonterminals, for all 0 ď j ă p.
If y mj P Ξ, let γ j be the subword of γ corresponding to the derivation y mj γ j ù ñ w mj , for some w mj P A˚. Notice that here y mj is not an ancestor of X i k , and that y mj γ j ù ñ w mj must be a depth-first derivation because X γ ù ñ w is. Otherwise, if y mj P A, let γ j " ε. 
2. Assume that y, z P Ξ u z such that maxpk z , k y q ď k and minpk z , k y q ď k´1 (see Lem. 18 for a proof). Assume k y ď k´1, the other case being symmetric. Since the only production in pγq p¨¨¨p γq n whose left hand side is a nonterminal from Ξ y 1..d is pγq p " pX ip , yzq, which, moreover, occurs only in the first position, we have that γ y P Γ df pk´1q pG ip,yz q and γ z P Γ df pkq pG ip,yz q, by the definition of G ip,yz . 3. It suffices to notice that γ 7¨p γq p¨¨¨p γq n results from reordering the productions of γ and that reordering the productions of γ result into a step sequence producing the same word
b where r b is a strict d-letter bounded expression. That the resulting derivation has index k and is depth-first follow easily from p1q and p2q. 4. Given that ∆ 7 Ď ∆ we find that X ù ñG 7 u X i v implies X ù ñG u X i v, hence Qpu, vq holds by piiq and X, X i P Ξ 
, it must be the case that tu 1 P A˚| u ù ñ˚u 1 u Ď a1 and tv 1 P A˚| v ù ñ˚v 1 u Ď ad , otherwise we would contradict the fact that L X pGq Ď r b.
Since
ù ùùùù ñ G u y z v and G is reduced, we have that tu and π 1 is of the form ς 1¨θ1¨¨¨ςk¨θk¨ςk`1 , where ς 1 P Πpq, q i1 q, ς k`1 P Πpq i k , q 1 q and ς j P Πpq ij´1 , q ij q, for each 1 ă j ď k, are acyclic paths, θ 1 P pΩpq i1 qq˚, . . . , θ k P pΩpq i k qq˚are cycles, and k ď ||Q||.
Proof. The proof goes along the lines of that of Lemma 7.3.2 in [12] . This proof is carried on graphs labeled with integer tuples, and addition, instead of concatenation. Since the only property of integer tuple addition, used in the proof of [12, Lemma 7.3.2] , is commutativity, it suffices to observe that ωpπqÓ
, whenever ωpπq is a permutation of ωpπ 1 q. đ we have:
Proof. of Lemma 10 Given two step sequences
For each vertex q, we are interested in a set C q Ď Ωpqq such that ||C q || " OpN s q and, moreover, for each π P Ωpqq there exists π 1 P C q such that ωpπqÓ
when ΠpX x0y ,‰ H and Πpq, Y x0y q ‰ H holds. For now we assume we have computed such sets tC q u qPrΥ pkq s (their effective computation will be described later). We are now ready to define the bounded expression Γ r b
. Given a finite set Γ " tγ 1 , . . . , γ n u Ď ∆˚of control words index by some total ordering (e.g. we assume a total order ă on Ξ Y A, and define pX 1 , w 1 q ă ∆ pX 2 , w 2 q ô X 1¨w1 ă lex X 2¨w2 in the lexicographical extension of ă, then extend ă ∆ to a lexicographical order ă lex ∆ on control words), we define the bounded expression: concatpΓq " γ1¨¨¨γn. Let " Υ pkq ‰ " tq 1 , . . . , q N u be the set of vertices of A df pkq , taken in some order. We define the set tB i u iě0 of bounded expressions as follows: . We apply the result from Prop. 19 which shows that there exists a path ρ P ΠpX x0y , Y x0y q, such that |ρ| " |π|, ωpρqÓ
and ρ is of the form ς 1¨θ1¨¨¨ςk¨θk¨ςk`1 , where ς 1 P ΠpX x0y , q i1 q, ς k`1 P Πpq i k , Y x0y q, and ς j P Πpq ij´1 , q ij q for each 1 ă j ď k are acyclic paths, θ 1 P pΩpq i1 qq˚, . . . , θ k P pΩpq i k qq˚are cycles, q i1 , . . . , q i k are vertices, and k ď ||Q||. Hence we conclude that ωpς j q P concatp∆ N´1 q, for all 1 ď j ď k`1, can be derived by a close analysis of the running time of Algorithm 1. The input to the algorithm is a grammar G, a strict s-letter bounded expression r b and an integer k ą 0. First (lines 2-5) the algorithm builds the H graph, which takes time |G| Opkq . The loop on (lines 6-9) computes, for each vertex q P " Υ pkq ‰ , and each tuple v P Val, an elementary path from xq, εy to xq, a i1 1 . . . a is s y in H. For each q, this set is kept in a variable P q (line 8). The variable B 0 at the end of the loop contains the expression concatptωpπq | π P P q1 uq¨¨¨concatptωpπq | π P P q N uq, Since both || " Υ pkq ‰ || " |G| Opkq and ||Val|| " |G| Opkq , the loop at (lines 6-9) takes time |G| set is a bounded expression, the union of their languages is captured by the concatenation (the order is irrelevant) of these expressions. As noted earlier, the resulting expression, defined as Γ w be a k-index depth first derivation of w in G -since w P L pkq X pGq, such a derivation is guaranteed to exist. By Lemma 9, there exists a production pX i , yzq P ∆ pivot , and control words γ 7 P p∆ 7 q˚, γ y , γ z P p∆ i,yz q˚, such that γ 7¨p X i , yzq¨γ y¨γz is a permutation of γ, and: Let us consider the case where y, z P Ξ (the other cases of y P A Y tεu or z P A Y tεu being similar, are left to the reader). We also assume k y ď k´1 the other case being symmetric. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis there exist control words γ 1 P Γ 
